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Chapter 1
On Adaptive Networks and Network
Reification

Abstract This chapter is a brief preview of what can be expected in this book, with
some pointers to various chapters and sections. First, it is discussed how networks
can be adaptive in different ways and according to different orders. A variety of
examples of first and second-order adaptation are summarized, and the possibility of
adaptation of order higher than two is discussed. After this, the notion of network
reification is briefly summarized and how it can be used to model adaptive networks
in a transparent and network-oriented manner. It is pointed out how repeated
application of network reification can be used to model adaptive networks with the
adaptation of multiple orders. Finally, it is discussed how mathematical analysis of
emerging behavior of a network not only can be applied to non-adaptive base
networks, but also to reified adaptive networks.

1.1 Introduction

To model dynamics in real-world processes, different dynamic modeling approa-
ches have been developed based on some type of dynamical system architecture;
e.g., Ashby (1960), Port and van Gelder (1995). Within the dynamic modeling area
in general, adaptive behaviour is a nontrivial and interesting challenge. For
network-oriented dynamic modeling approaches in particular, the considered model
structure is a network structure. It turns out that for many real-world domains,
network models often show some form of network adaptation by which some of the
network structure characteristics change over time. This can be described by net-
work adaptation principles specifying how exactly certain characteristics of a
network structure change over time. A well-known example of such an adaptation
principle concerns adaptation of the connection weights in Mental Networks by
Hebbian learning (Hebb 1949), which within Cognitive Neuroscience is considered
a form of plasticity (see Sect. 1.4.2 below). Another example of an adaptation
principle is adaptation of the connection weights in Social Networks by bonding
based on homophily; e.g., Byrne (1986), McPherson et al. (2001), Pearson et al.
(2006), Sharpanskykh and Treur (2014).
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The adaptive behavior itself can also be adaptive, which leads to adaptation of
different orders; for example, within Cognitive Neuroscience metaplasticity deter-
mines under which circumstances and to which extent plasticity occurs in Mental
Networks; e.g., Abraham and Bear (1996), Magerl et al. (2018), Sehgal et al.
(2013), Schmidt et al. (2013), Zelcer et al. (2006). To model adaptive networks in a
neat and easily manageable manner is a nontrivial challenge, and even more so
when they are adaptive of higher-order.

The notion of network reification as introduced in this book is a means to model
adaptive networks in a more transparent manner within a Network-Oriented
Modelling perspective. Reification literally means representing something abstract
as a material or more real concrete thing (Merriam-Webster and Oxford dic-
tionaries). This concept is used in different scientific areas in which it has been
shown to provide substantial advantages in expressivity and transparency of
models, and, in particular, within AI; e.g., Davis and Buchanan (1977), Davis
(1980), Bowen and Kowalski (1982), Demers and Malenfant (1995), Galton
(2006), Hofstadter (1979), Sterling and Shapiro (1996), Sterling and Beer (1989),
Weyhrauch (1980). Specific cases of reification from a linguistic or logical per-
spective are representing relations between objects by objects themselves, or rep-
resenting more complex statements by objects or numbers. For network models,
reification can be applied by reifying the network structure characteristics in the
form of additional network states (called reification states) within an extended
network. Multilevel reified networks can be used to model networks which are
adaptive of different orders. It is also discussed how mathematical analysis can be
applied to reified networks.

In this chapter, in Sect. 1.2 various examples of first and second-order adaptation
are summarized, and in Sect. 1.3 the possibility of adaptation of order higher than 2
is discussed. In Sect. 1.4 the notion of network reification is briefly discussed and
how it can be used to model adaptive networks in a more transparent manner; in
Sect. 1.5 it is discussed how repeated application of network reification can be used
to model adaptive networks with adaptation of multiple orders. In Sect. 1.6 it is
discussed how mathematical analysis of emerging behavior of a network not only
can be applied to base networks, but also to reification states in reified networks.
Finally, Sect. 1.7 is a discussion.

1.2 First- and Second-Order Adaptation

In this section, a brief overview is given of a variety of known adaptation principles
of different orders. It shows the wide range of potential applications for a
Network-Oriented Modeling approach based on network reification. First,
first-order adaptation is addressed in Sect. 1.2.1; next, adaptation of second-order is
addressed in Sect. 1.2.2.
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1.2.1 First-Order Adaptation

There are many well-known examples of first-order adaptive networks, for example,
related to or inspired by adaptation principles from Cognitive Neuroscience,
Cognitive Science or Social Science. Just a few examples are listed below.
Although the majority of the first-order network adaptation principles known in the
literature consider adaptations of connection weights over time, also other char-
acteristics of the network structure can be considered to be adaptive, for example,
the way in which incoming impact is aggregated or the speed of processing, as the
last two bullets point out:

• Mental or neural networks equipped with a Hebbian learning adaptation prin-
ciple (Hebb 1949) to adapt connection weights over time (‘neurons that fire
together, wire together’); see Sects. 1.4 and 1.6 below, Chap. 3, Sect. 3.6.1, and
Chap. 4 in this book.

• Mental networks in which an adaptation principle describes how stress affects
the connections (‘state-connection modulation’); e.g., (Sousa et al. 2012; Treur
and Mohammadi Ziabari 2018), see also and Chap. 3, Sect. 3.6.4, and Chap. 5
in this book.

• Mental networks in which an adaptation principle describes how context factors
can affect the excitability of states; e.g., (Chandra and Barkai 2018); see also and
Chap. 3, Sect. 3.6.5, and Chap. 4 in this book.

• Social networks equipped with an adaptation principle for bonding based on
homophily (Byrne 1986; McPherson et al. 2001; Pearson et al. 2006;
Sharpanskykh and Treur 2014; Beukel et al. 2019; Blankendaal et al. 2016;
Boomgaard et al. 2018) to adapt connection weights over time (‘birds of a
feather flock together’); see also Chap. 3, Sect. 3.6.1, and Chap. 6 in this book.

• Social networks equipped with a triadic closure adaptation principle to adapt
connection weights over time (‘friends of my friends will become my friends’);
e.g., Rapoport (1953), Banks and Carley (1996), see also Chap. 3, Sect. 3.6.2 in
this book.

• Social networks equipped with a preferential attachment adaptation principle
expressing that connections are strengthened preferably to nodes that have more
and/or stronger connections (‘more becomes more’); e.g., Barabasi and Albert
(1999); see also Chap. 3, Sect. 3.6.3 in this book.

• Adaptive social network models and analysis of these networks for a variety of
application domains can be found in the work around the toolkit for dynamic
network analysis and visualization ORA (Carley 2017; Carley et al. 2013b).
Among the many applications are (Carley et al. 2013a; Carley and Pfeffer 2012;
Merrill et al. 2015).

• Neural networks equipped with (machine) learning mechanisms such as back-
propagation or deep learning to adapt connection weights over time; e.g., LeCun
et al. (2015).

• Adaptive functions for aggregation of incoming impact and activation of nodes.
For example, as mentioned above, their threshold values to model adaptive
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intrinsic properties of neurons such as their excitability; e.g., Chandra and
Barkai (2018). As another example, the mechanism for the formation of an
opinion based on multiple incoming opinions may change over time from
selecting the maximal value of them to using the average instead; e.g., Chap. 3,
Sects. 3.6.7 and 3.7 in this book. Yet another example describes how for
multicriteria decision-making criteria weight factors are changed over time.

• Adaptive speed of states to model adaptive processing speed, for example, the
response time of a person depending on workload, or intake of certain chemicals
that affect response time; e.g., Chap. 3, Sects. 3.6.6 and 3.7 in this book.

As several real-world examples show, adaptation principles may be adaptive
themselves too, according to certain second-order adaptation principles. This will
be discussed next.

1.2.2 Second-Order Adaptation

Second-order adaptation can occur in different forms. From recent literature it is
apparent that in real world domains characteristics representing adaptation princi-
ples often can still change over time, depending on circumstances. The notion of
metaplasticity or second-order adaptation has become an important topic within
Cognitive Neuroscience and Social Sciences. Some examples are:

• In literature such as Abraham and Bear (1996), Chandra and Barkai (2018),
Daimon et al. (2017), Magerl et al. (2018), Parsons (2018), Robinson et al.
(2016), Sehgal et al. (2013), Schmidt et al. (2013), Zelcer et al. (2006) various
studies are reported which show how adaptation of synapses as described, for
example, by first-order adaptation principles based on Hebbian learning can be
modulated by a second-order adaptation principle suppressing the first-order
adaptation process or amplifying it, thus some form of metaplasticity is
described. Factors affecting synaptic plasticity as reported are presynaptic or
postsynaptic activation, previous (learning) experiences, stress, or intake of
certain chemicals or medicine; e.g., (Robinson et al. 2016): ‘Adaptation accel-
erates with increasing stimulus exposure’ (p. 2). This is addressed in Chap. 4,
Sects. 4.4 and 4.5 in this book.

• From the Social Science area, in an adaptive social network based on a
first-order adaptation principle for bonding based on homophily (McPherson
et al. 2001) the similarity measure determining how similar two persons are may
change over time by a second-order adaptation principle, for example, due to
age or other varying circumstances. As an example, for somebody who is very
busy or already has a lot of connections the requirements for being similar might
become more strict; e.g., see Treur (2018b, 2019b) and Chap. 6 in this book.

• Also in the Social Science area the second-order adaptation concept called
‘inhibiting adaptation’ can be found Carley (2001, 2002, 2006). The idea is that
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networked organisations need to be adaptive in order to survive in a dynamic
world. However, some types of circumstances affect this first-order adaptivity in
a negative manner, for example, frequent changes of persons or (other)
resources. Such circumstances can be considered as inhibiting the adaptation
capabilities of the organisation. Especially in Carley (2006) it is described in
some detail how such a second-order adaptation principle based on inhibiting
the first-order adaptation can be exploited as a strategy to attack organisations
that are considered harmful or dangerous such as terrorist networks, by creating
circumstances that indeed achieve inhibiting adaptation.

The second item above on adaptive adaptation principles for bonding based on
homophily is illustrated in more detail in Chap. 6 in this book; see also (Treur
2018b). For the first item, adaptive adaptation principles for Hebbian learning have
been considered in which the adaptation speed (learning rate) and the persistence
factor for the first-order Hebbian learning adaptation principle are changing based
on a second-order adaptation principle; see Chap. 4, Sects. 4.4 and 4.5 in this book.

In Fessler et al. (2015) some interesting ideas are put forward on first and
second-order adaptation for the area of evolutionary adaptive processes.

For example, the S-curve in the human spine reflects the determinative influence of the
original function of the spine as a suspensory beam in a quadrupedal mammal, in contrast to
its current function as a load-bearing pillar: whereas the original design functioned effi-
ciently in a horizontal position, the transition to bipedality required the introduction of
bends in the spine to position weight over the pelvis (Lovejoy 2005). The resulting con-
figuration makes humans prone to lower-back injury, illustrating how path dependence can
both set the stage for kludgy designs and constrain their optimality. Moreover, the com-
bination of bipedality and pressures favoring large brain size in humans exacerbates a
conflict between the biomechanics of locomotion (favoring a narrow pelvis) and the need to
accommodate a large infant skull during parturition. This increases the importance of
higher-order adaptations such as relaxin, a hormone that loosens ligaments during preg-
nancy, allowing the pelvic bones to separate. (Fessler et al. 2015)

According to this the following types of adaptation can be considered for the human
spine:

• First-order adaptation:
for quadrupedal mammals, a straight horizontal spine is an advantage.

• Second-order adaptation:
transition to bipedality requires the introduction of bends in the spine to position
weight over the pelvis; this makes humans prone to lower-back injury.

Similarly, the following types of adaptation can be considered for the human pelvis:

• First-order adaptation:
bipedality favors a narrow pelvis.

• Second-order adaptation:
larger brain size needs a wider pelvis: using relaxin allowing the pelvic bones to
separate during giving birth.
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1.3 Higher-Order Adaptation

A next question is whether also relevant examples of third- or even higher-order
adaptation can be found. First, it will be discussed what orders of adaptation are
addressed in the literature. After, a few examples from an evolutionary context are
pointed out.

1.3.1 What Orders of Adaptation Are Addressed?

A Google Scholar search in this direction on February 3, 2019 resulted in the
following outcomes:

“adaptation” 4 million hits
“second-order adaptation” 360 hits
“third-order adaptation” 14 hits
“fourth-order adaptation” 3 hits.

This shows a very fast decreasing pattern. Further inspection of the left graph in
Fig. 1.1 depicting the logarithm of the number of hits against the order clearly
shows that the pattern is not just (negatively) exponential. Instead, the right graph in
Fig. 1.1 depicting the double logarithm of the number of hits fits much better. The
dotted line in that graph is a linear trendline with linear formula in x and y as
indicated: the double logarithm seems to allow an almost linear approximation, so
the number of hits is in the order of a double (negative) exponential pattern
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Fig. 1.1 Logarithm (left graph) and double logarithm (right graph) of the number of hits of
adaptivity of different orders (vertical axis) in Google Scholar versus the order of adaptation
(horizontal axis). The dotted linear trendline shows that the double logarithm of the number of hits
has an almost linear dependence of the order of adaptivity
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e35.18782e−0.8684n as a function of the order n. This very strongly decreasing pattern
may suggest that within a research context, an adaptation of order higher than two is
not often considered a very useful or applicable notion.

1.3.2 Examples of Adaptation of Order Higher Than Two
from an Evolutionary Context

As one of the hits found for third-order adaptation, in (Fessler et al. 2015) the
following is put forward referring to second and third-order adaptation:

Also of relevance here, one form of disgust, pathogen disgust, functions in part as a
third-order adaptation, as disease-avoidance responses are up-regulated in a manner that
compensates for the increases in vulnerability to pathogens that accompany pregnancy and
preparation for implantation – changes that are themselves a second-order adaptation
addressing the conflict between maternal immune defenses and the parasitic behavior of the
half-foreign conceptus (Fessler et al. 2005; Jones et al. 2005; Fleischman and Fessler 2011).
(Fessler et al. 2015)

It could be argued that this domain of evolutionary development is not exactly
comparable to the types of application domains considered in the current chapter
and book. For example, in evolutionary processes not organisms in their daily life
are considered but species on an evolutionary relevant long term time scale.
However, at least in a metaphorical sense, this evolutionary domain might provide
an interesting source of inspiration.

In Chaps. 7 and 8 the question on adaptive networks of order higher than 2
comes back. Then two application contexts will be addressed for higher-order
(higher than 2) adaptive network models: in Chap. 7 one for evolutionary processes
as described in the above quote, and in Chap. 8 one for the notion of Strange Loop
as put forward by Hofstadter (1979, 2007).

1.4 Using Network Reification to Model Adaptive
Networks

In this section, first the often used hybrid approach to adaptive networks is discussed
and next the approach based on network reification presented in the current book.

1.4.1 The Hybrid Approach to Model Adaptive Networks

Adaptive networks are often modeled in a hybrid manner by considering two types
of models that interact with each other (see Fig. 1.2):
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(1) a network model for the dynamics within the base network
(2) an adaptation model for the dynamics of the network structure characteristics of

the base network.

The latter dynamic model is usually specified in a format outside the context of the
Network-Oriented Modeling perspective as used for the base network itself. It is
most often specified in the form of some procedural or algorithmic programming
specification used to run the difference or differential equations underlying the
network adaptation process. This non-network dynamic model interacts intensively
with the dynamic model for the internal network dynamics of the base network; in
Social Network context sometimes this interaction is termed co-evolution; e.g.,
Holme and Newman (2006), Treur (2019b). An example from the neurocognitive
area is modeling Hebbian learning (Hebb 1949); this is also what is addressed in
Fig. 1.2 in a hybrid manner. Hebbian learning is based on the principle that
strengthening of a connection between neurons over time may take place when both
states are often active simultaneously: ‘neurons that fire together, wire together’. As
an illustration, consider the connection from states Xi to state Y. At each point in
time t, within the adaptation model (top level rectangle in Fig. 1.2), the change of the
weights xXi;YðtÞ depends both on the states Xi(t) and Y(t) representing the activation
values of the states within the base network (indicated by the blue upward arrows in
Fig. 1.2). Note that the blue rectangle only gives a part of the specification needed
for the adaptation process in the hybrid situation. Also procedural code is needed to
run these equations, which for the sake of simplicity is left out of this picture.

In the picture η is the learning rate and f the extinction rate; see also Treur
(2016) Chap. 2, p. 93. For this Hebbian learning example, the adaptation principle
strengthens a connection when the learning part ηXi(t)Y(t) ð1�xXi;YðtÞÞ is higher
than the extinction part fxXi;YðtÞ and weakens it when this is opposite. Within the
base network, the values for the connection weights as determined by the adaptation
model are used all the time (indicated in Fig. 1.2 by the red downward arrows),

,

X1,Y(t+ t) = X1,Y(t) + ( X1(t)Y(t) (1- X1,Y(t)) - X1,Y(t)) t 

X2,Y(t+ t) = X2,Y(t) + ( X2(t)Y(t) (1- X2,Y(t)) - X2,Y(t)) t  

X2 Y

X1,Y

Fig. 1.2 Adaptive network model as a combination of and interaction between a network model
and a non-network model
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in order to determine the specific dynamics of each base state. This leaves us with a
hybrid model consisting of one network model and one non-network model (see
Fig. 1.2), each with their own software components to run them, with interactions
between these two different types of models [upward from xXi;YðtÞ, Xi(t) and Y(t),
and downward from xXi;Y ðtþDtÞ]. The hybrid approach for adaptive networks was
also followed in (Treur 2016) and (Treur and Mohammadi Ziabari 2018). For each
new adaptation principle, a new piece of software had to be added. This experience
led to the motivation to develop the alternative approach described in this book; for
a preview see Sect. 1.4.2.

1.4.2 Modeling Adaptive Networks Based on Network
Reification

One class of dynamic modeling approaches is referred to by Network-Oriented
Modeling; for this class, some form of network structure is used as basic archi-
tecture. In particular, for the Network-Oriented Modeling approach as addressed in
Treur (2016, 2019a) the basic architecture chosen is a temporal-causal network
architecture defined by three network structure characteristics (for more details, see
Chap. 2, or the above references):

(a) Connectivity of the network

• connection weights xX,Y for each connection from a state (or node) X to a
state Y.

(b) Aggregation of multiple connections in the network

• a combination function cY(..) for each state Y to determining the aggregation
of incoming causal impacts.

(c) Timing in the network

• a speed factor ηY for each state Y.

Such a network architecture can be used to model in a dynamic manner a wide
variety of natural processes and human mental and social processes, based on
causal relations that are identified in various empirical scientific disciplines, as has
been shown in Treur (2016, 2017).

Recently it has been found out how adaptive networks can be modeled differ-
ently from the hybrid approach discussed in Sect. 1.4.1, thereby modeling the
whole process in a more transparent Network-Oriented Modeling manner by one
overall network extending the base network (Treur 2018a); this will be discussed in
more detail in Chap. 3. This process of extending the base network by reification
states has been called network reification. Reification literally means representing
something abstract as a material or concrete thing, or making something abstract
more concrete or real (Merriam-Webster and Oxford dictionaries). It is used in
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different scientific areas in which it has been shown to provide substantial advan-
tages in expressivity and transparency of models; e.g., Davis and Buchanan (1977),
Davis (1980), Bowen and Kowalski (1982), Demers and Malenfant (1995), Galton
(2006), Hofstadter (1979), Sterling and Shapiro (1996), Sterling and Beer (1989),
Weyhrauch (1980). For example, strongly enhanced expressive power and more
support for modeling adaptivity in a transparent manner are achieved.

Network reification provides similar advantages; it will be shown in Chap. 3
how network reification can be used to explicitly represent all kinds of well-known
(e.g., from Cognitive Neuroscience and Social Science) adaptation principles for
networks in a more declarative, transparent and unified manner. Examples of such
adaptation principles include, among others, principles for Hebbian learning (to
model plasticity in the brain), as already mentioned above, and for bonding based
on homophily (to model adaptive social networks). Writing procedural or algo-
rithmic specifications and programming code as usually applied for network
adaptation in the hybrid approach is not needed anymore. Both the dynamics of the
states within the base network and the dynamics of the network structure are run,
not by two different interacting software components as in the hybrid case, but by
one and the same generic computational reified network engine based on one
universal difference equation as described in detail in Chaps. 9 and 10.

Basically, network reification for a temporal-causal network means that for the
adaptive network structure characteristics xX,Y, cY(..), ηY for each state Y of the base
network, additional network states WX,Y, CY, HY (called reification states) are
introduced respectively; see the blue upper plane in Fig. 1.3. Here for practical rea-
sons the combination function reificationCY actually is a vector (C1,Y,C2,Y,C3,Y,..) of
a number of reification states representing weights for a weighted average of basic
combination functions from the combination function library (see Chap. 9 for more
details).Moreover, combination functions usually have some parameters that also can
be reified by reification states Pi,j,Y, but for the current chapter for the sake of sim-
plicity, these will be left out of consideration. Including reification states for (some of)
the characteristics of the base network structure in an extended network is one step. As
a next step, the dynamics of the reification states themselves and their impact on base

Fig. 1.3 Extending the base network (pink plane) by reification states (blue plane)
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state Y are described by additional network structure of the extended network; this
additional network structure is also in temporal-causal network format and replaces
the blue non-network-like part of the hybrid model and the upward and downward
arrows from Fig. 1.2. As a result, an extended network (called a reified network) is
obtained that embeds the base network in it. This extended network is still a
temporal-causal network, as will be pointed out in Chap. 3, Sect. 3.5, and illustrated
and proven in more detail in Chap. 10.

Note that the combination function of base state Y has to incorporate these
downward causal connections; for details about this, see Chap. 3 or, in more detail,
Chaps. 9 and 10. Then a reified network structure is obtained that explicitly rep-
resents the characteristics of the (adaptive) base network structure by some of its
states, and, moreover, it represents how exactly this base network evolves over time
based on adaptation principles that change the base network structure. This con-
struction as described in more detail in Chap. 3 provides an extended
temporal-causal network that is called a reified network architecture. Like any other
state, reification states are defined by three general network structure characteristics
connectivity (a), aggregation (b), and timing (c), mentioned above:

(a) For the reification states their connectivity in terms of their incoming and
outgoing connections has different functions:

• The outgoing downward causal connections (the pink downward arrows in
Figs. 1.3 or 1.4) from the reification states WX,Y, CY, HY to state Y represent
the specific causal impact (their special effect) each of these reification states
have on Y. These downward causal impacts are standard per type of reifi-
cation state, and make that the original network characteristics xX,Y, cY(..),
ηY need not be used anymore, as WX,Y, CY, HY are used in their place.

• The upward (or leveled) causal connections (blue arrows) to the reification
states give them the dynamics as desired. They are used to specify, together
with the combination function that is chosen and the downward connection,
the particular adaptation principle that is addressed.

WX2,Y

WX1,Y

Fig. 1.4 Graphical conceptual representation of a reified network for Hebbian learning in mental
networks
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This is illustrated in more detail in Fig. 1.4 where network reification for
Hebbian learning is modeled. The upward causal connections (blue arrows) to
the reification states WX1;Y and WX2;Y are from the states X1, X2, and Y from the
base network. Hebbian learning can be described in a simple manner by
‘neurons that fire together, wire together’. To incorporate the ‘firing together’
part, the upward causal connections to WXi;Y from the states Xi and Y are
needed to express a Hebbian learning adaptation principle. The upward con-
nections are usually assumed to have weight 1. Note that usually also con-
nections from each reification state to itself with weight 1 are applied, but in
pictures as in Fig. 1.4 they are often left out.

(b) Concerning the aggregation of their incoming causal impacts, in Sect. 1.6
below a combination function that can be used for the reification states WXi;Y

for Hebbian Learning will be discussed.
(c) Finally, like any other state in a temporal-causal network, reification states have

their own timing in terms of speed factors. In this case these speed factors
represent the adaptation speed.

The network reification idea is illustrated for one specific adaptation principle,
namely Hebbian learning. In Chap. 3 it is shown how this works for many other
well-known adaptation principles.

1.5 Modeling Higher-Order Adaptive Networks
by Multilevel Network Reification

What is discussed in Sect. 1.4 is not the end of the story. Reified networks form
again a basic temporal-causal network structure defined by certain network struc-
ture characteristics. Adaptation principles represented by that reified network
structure may themselves be adaptive too, according to certain second-order
adaptation principles. For example, for real-world processes plasticity in Mental
Networks as described by Hebbian learning is not a constant feature, but usually
varies over time, according to what in Cognitive Neuroscience has been called
metaplasticity (or second-order plasticity); e.g., Abraham and Bear (1996), Magerl
et al. (2018), Parsons (2018), Schmidt et al. (2013), Sehgal et al. (2013), Zelcer
et al. (2006). To model such multilevel network adaptation processes, it is useful to
have some generic architecture in which the different types of adaptation can be
modeled in a principled and transparent manner. Such an architecture should be
able to distinguish and describe:

(1) Base network dynamics for base states
The dynamics within the base network.

(2) First-order adaptation principles for dynamics of the base network structure
The dynamics of the base network structure by first-order network adaptation
principles.
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(3) Second-order adaptation principles for dynamics of the first-order adaptation
principles
The adaptation of these first-order adaptation principles by second-order
adaptation principles.

(4) Higher-order adaptation principles for dynamics of the second-order adapta-
tion principles
Maybe still more levels of (higher-order) adaptation.

(5) Interlevel interactions
The interactions between these levels.

Such distinctions indeed can be made within a Network-Oriented Modeling
framework using the notion of multilevel reified network architecture. This type of
architecture is obtained by subsequently applying network reification as pointed out
in Sect. 1.4 on the reified network structures as well. Repeating multiple times this
construction of a reified network architecture provides a multilevel reified network
architecture, which will be discussed and illustrated in more detail in Chap. 4.

This multilevel reified (temporal-causal) network architecture is the basis of the
implementation of a dedicated software environment developed by the author in
Matlab, which is discussed in Chap. 9. This environment takes as input so called
role matrices specifying the network structure characteristics for the different types
of states in a designed network model and can just run the model based on them,
using a generic computational reified network engine included in the environment.

For a (nonadaptive) base network, role matrices are nothing more than a neatly
structured way to show in table format (e.g., in Word or in Excel) all values for the
characteristics of the model, for example as used in a given simulation scenario; see
Chap. 2, Sect. 2.4 and Box 2.1. Each role matrix groups together (for all states), the
data of a specific type. In this way, there are five different types of role matrices:

mb for the base connectivity of the network
mcw for the specific connection weights
ms for the speed factors
mcfw for the combination functions used with their weights
mcfp for the parameters of these combination functions.

Again, in case of a nonadaptive network, these five matrices just contain all relevant
data (the values) in a standardly structured way as shown in Box 2.1 in Chap. 2. In
a reified network, the role matrices are only slightly different, as some of the entries
of the role matrices are no values anymore (as now they represent adaptive char-
acteristics), but instead just specify the name of the reification state for this (dy-
namic) value. This specifies the standard downward causal connection for that
reification state: the pink downward arrow in a picture such as Fig. 1.4. The notion
of role matrix will be introduced for a base network in detail in Chap. 2 and it will
be shown how to apply them in reified networks in Chap. 3.
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1.6 Mathematical Analysis of Reified Networks

In this section it will be briefly discussed how the specific structure of reified
temporal-causal network models supports mathematical analysis and verification of
them.

1.6.1 Mathematical Analysis of a Base Network

As indicated above in Sect. 1.4.2, the choice for temporal-causal networks as basic
network architecture comes with three basic concepts for the network structure used
for modeling and analysis of the dynamics within a network. It uses state values X
(t) (usually within the interval [0, 1]) over time for each node X and is based on the
following network structure characteristics:

(a) Connectivity

• a connection weight xX,Y for each connection from a state X to a state Y,
together with state value X(t) defining the single impact xX,YX(t) of X on Y.

(b) Aggregation

• a combination function cY(..) for each state Y to determine the aggregated
impact cYðxX1;YXðtÞ; . . .;xXk ;YXðtÞ for the incoming single impacts
xXi;YXðtÞ of the states X1,…, Xk with outgoing connections to Y

(c) Timing

• a speed factor ηY for each state Y by which the effect of the aggregated
impact on state Y is given a proper timing.

These notions are very helpful in designing a dynamic model of a network as they
allow the modeler to concentrate on the choices for these values and functions
(which are just declarative mathematical objects), and make that he or she will not
feel any need to consider procedural specifications or even to do programming. This
is enabled by dedicated software environments developed in Matlab that take these
basic concepts as input and just run simulations based on them: (Mohammadi
Ziabari and Treur 2019) for temporal-causal networks and Treur (2019c) for reified
temporal-causal networks, the latter of which is described in Chap. 9. To under-
stand how this can happen, within these software environments based on the net-
work structure characteristics input xX,Y, cY(..), ηY, for each state Y the following
difference equation is formed and executed; for a more detailed explanation and
motivation, see Chap. 2 or Treur (2016), Chap. 2:
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YðtþDtÞ ¼ YðtÞþ gY ½cYðxX1;YX1ðtÞ; . . .;xXk ;YXkðtÞÞ � YðtÞ�Dt ð1:1Þ

As reified temporal-causal networks are themselves also temporal-causal net-
works, these three concepts and the above difference equation format basically also
are applied to the states in a reified network. The only difference is that in case of
adaptive network structure characteristics xXi;Y , ηY, cY(..) the values of the reifi-
cation states for them are incorporated, in the sense that their dynamic values are
used in Eq. (1.1) instead of static values.

For mathematical analysis, based on the above equation, a simple criterion in
terms of the network structure characteristics xX,Y, cY(..), ηY can be formulated for
the network reaching an equilibrium which is a situation in which no state changes
anymore (Chap. 2, Sect. 2.5):

Criterion for an equilibrium of a temporal-causal network model

For all Y it holds

gY ¼ 0 or cYðxX1;YX1ðtÞ; . . .;xXk ;YXkðtÞÞ ¼ YðtÞ ð1:2Þ

The equation is also called an equilibrium equation. This criterion can easily be
used for analysis of the equilibria of the network model with a central role of the
combination functions together with connection weights and speed factors. It will
be used for analysis of many of the examples in this book, in order to find out what
emerging behaviour can be expected when performing simulations. Such results of
mathematical analysis can be used for verification of an implemented network
model. If the outcomes of a simulation contradict some of these analysis results,
then there is an error that has to be addressed.

Following this line one step further, in Chaps. 11 and 12 a more extensive
analysis is presented of possible combination functions together with the network
connectivity to model convergence of social contagion to one common value. It is
shown that such analysis often results in theorems of the form that if the combi-
nation function used and the network connectivity have certain properties (for
example, strictly monotonous and scalar-free combination functions, and a strongly
connected network), then the network behaviour has certain properties (e.g., when
the network ends up in an equilibrium state, all state values are equal).

As reified networks inherit the structure of a temporal-causal network, it turns
out that a similar line can be followed for the reification states in a reified network.
This is addressed in Chap. 13 (for bonding by homophily) and Chap. 14 (for
Hebbian learning). A brief preview (for a Hebbian learning adaptation principle) of
this can be found in Sect. 1.6.2 below, after the following preparations.

For each reification state a specific combination function is needed; for the
Hebbian learning case considered here, this combination function cWXi ;Y

ð::Þ for
reification state WXi;Y is called hebbl(..) and can simply be specified by a formula
of not even one full line; see also Chap. 3, Sect. 3.6.1:
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hebblðV1;V2;WÞ ¼ V1V2ð1�WÞþ lW ð1:3Þ

Here V1, V2 are variable used for the activation levels Xi(t) and Y(t) of two con-
nected states (with connection weight 1) Xi and Y, and W for the value WXi;YðtÞ of
connection weight reification state WXi;Y (also connected to itself with weight 1) l
is a parameter for the persistence factor. Such a simple declarative one line spec-
ification as shown in (1.3) which just specifies the core of the adaptation principle,
is in strong contrast with a larger number of lines of procedural programming code
as usually needed in a hybrid approach as discussed in Sect. 1.4.1. Note that the
extinction parameter f used in Fig. 1.2, and also in (Treur 2016) relates to the
persistence parameter l as follows:

l ¼ 1� f=g or f ¼ ð1� lÞg ð1:4Þ

In Chap. 15, Sect. 15.2 it is shown that based on this, the two ways of modeling
are actually mathematically equivalent. However, the latter way based on (1.1) and
(1.3) is more transparent and more uniform with the rest of the model, so that no
hybrid form of modeling is needed anymore.

1.6.2 Mathematical Analysis Applied to Reification States

The criterion for an equilibrium formulated above can not only be applied to base
states, but also to reification states. This enables to find out what emerging beha-
viour is possible for a reified adaptive network, in the sense of equilibria. For
example, as discussed in Sects. 1.4 and 1.6.1 for Hebbian learning (see Fig. 1.4),
combination function (1.3) can be used for the reification state WX,Y for an adaptive
connection weight xX,Y. The connections to the reification state WX,Y are given
weight 1. Assuming nonzero learning speed, the above criterion for an equilibrium
applied to the reification state WX,Y provides the equilibrium equation (see also
Chap. 3, Sect. 3.6.1, and Chap. 14)

V1V2ð1�WÞþ lW ¼ W ð1:5Þ

where W is the value of the reification state WX,Y and V1 and V2 of the connected
base states X and Y. In Box 1.1 it is shown how this equation can be rewritten by
elementary mathematical rules into an equation of the form W = … V1… V2… l…
(an expression in terms of V1, V2, and l).
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Box 1.1 Rewriting the equilibrium equation for Hebbian learning for a reified
connection weight W

So, the equation

W ¼ V1V2

ð1� lÞþV1V2
ð1:6Þ

for W is obtained. In case V1V2 = 1, the outcome is

W ¼ 1
2� l

ð1:7Þ

This is the maximal value that can be achieved for the connection weight. In case of
full persistence l = 1, the equilibrium Eq. (1.7) results in

V1V2 ¼ 0 orW ¼ 1 ð1:8Þ

In that case, the connection weight will always reach the value 1 unless one of the
states gets value 0.

This illustrates how the central role of combination functions together with
connection weights and speed factors does not only support design and simulation,
but also mathematical analysis of a reified network model. In this way, in Chap. 14
a more extensive analysis is made of possible functions (and their properties) to
model Hebbian learning, and in Chap. 13 a similar analysis for different functions
(and their properties) that can be used for bonding by homophily. It can be seen in
these two chapters, similar to what is found in Chaps. 11 and 12, that such an
analysis can result in theorems of the form that if the combination function used has
certain properties (and the network has a certain type of connectivity), then the
network behaviour has certain properties.
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1.7 Discussion

In this chapter, it was briefly previewed how networks can be adaptive in different
ways and according to different orders. A variety of examples of first- and
second-order adaptation were summarized, and pointers were given to chapters in
this book where they are addressed in more detail. Also, the possibility of adap-
tation of order higher than 2 was discussed, which for now can be considered an
open question to which Chaps. 7 and 8 will return. The modeling approach pre-
sented in this book allows treatment of such adaptation of order higher than two, but
real-world examples of it cannot be found easily, as was illustrated by numbers of
hits via Google Scholar. The notion of network reification was briefly introduced
(as a preview of Chap. 3) and it was shown how it can be used to model adaptive
networks in a more transparent and Network-Oriented manner than the usual hybrid
approaches. It was discussed how repeated application of network reification can be
used to model adaptive networks with adaptation of multiple orders (as a preview of
Chap. 4). For this multilevel reified temporal-causal network architecture a dedi-
cated software environment was developed by the author in Matlab. This can be
used for modeling and simulation of adaptive networks of any order; it is described
in Chap. 9, and more background on the format used in Chap. 10. Finally, it was
discussed here how mathematical analysis of emerging behavior of a network not
only can be applied to base networks (as addressed in more detail in Chaps. 11 and
12), but also to reified networks (as addressed in more detail in Chaps. 13 and 14).

The basic elements used in Network-Oriented Modeling based on reified
temporal-causal networks are declarative: connection weights, combination func-
tions, speed factors are declarative mathematical objects. Together these elements
assemble in a standard manner a set of first-order difference or differential equa-
tions (1.1), which are declarative temporal specifications. The model’s behavior is
fully determined by these declarative specifications, given some initial values. The
modeling process is strongly supported by using these declarative building blocks.
Very complex adaptive patterns can be modeled easily, and in (temporal) declar-
ative form. As mentioned, a dedicated software environment including a generic
computational reified network engine (see Chap. 9) takes care of running these high
level specifications.

Therefore in many chapters, especially Chaps. 1–9, mathematical and procedural
details are kept at a minimum thus obtaining optimal readability for a wide group of
readers with diverse multidisciplinary backgrounds. As the Network-Oriented
Modeling approach based on reified temporal-causal networks presented in this
book abstracts from specific implementation details, making use of the dedicated
software environment, modeling can be done without having to design procedural
or algorithmic specifications. Moreover, a modeler does not even need to explicitly
specify difference or differential equations to get a simulation done, as these are
already taken care for by the software environment, based on the modeler’s input in
the form of the conceptual representation of the network model (the so-called role
matrices). Therefore, in Chaps. 1–9 all underlying specific procedural elements and
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difference or differential equations will usually not be discussed although some-
times the underlying universal difference and differential equation is briefly men-
tioned; it will be discussed more extensively in Chap. 10. The only mathematical
details that will be addressed in Chaps. 1–9 for design of a network model concern
the combination functions used, most of which are already given in the available
combination function library. For analysis of the emerging behaviour of a network
model also these combination functions are central, as the equilibrium equations are
based on them, as shown in Sect. 1.6 above and, for example, Eq. (1.5). However,
for those readers who still want to see more mathematical details that are covered in
the software environment, Chap. 15 presents these in more depth in different sec-
tions, as a kind of appendices to many of the chapters.

The causal modeling area has a long history in AI; e.g., Kuipers (1984), Kuipers
and Kassirer (1983). Reified temporal-causal network models are part of a newer
branch in this causal modeling area. In this branch dynamics is added to causal
models, making them temporal as in Treur (2016), but the main contribution in the
current book is that a way to specify (multi-order) adaptivity in causal models is
added, thereby conceptually using ideas on meta-level architectures that also have a
long history in AI; e.g., Davis and Buchanan (1977), Davis (1980), Bowen and
Kowalski (1982), Demers and Malenfant (1995), Galton (2006), Hofstadter (1979),
Hofstadter (2007), Sterling and Shapiro (1996), Sterling and Beer (1989),
Weyhrauch (1980). So, this new Reified Network-Oriented Modeling approach
connects two different areas with a long tradition in AI, thereby strongly extending
the applicability of causal modeling to dynamic and adaptive notions such as
plasticity and metaplasticity of any order, which otherwise would be out of reach of
causal modeling.
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